Tata Concept S
The Tata Concept S is a power-packed combination of a powerful engine, superior
acceleration, an edgy exterior design, sporty interiors and appealing colours. It is based on
the Tata Indica Vista platform.
Powertrain
A 1.3 Litre SDE engine on the Concept S puts out a power of 70 kW @ 4000 rpm and a
healthy 200 Nm of torque at 1500 rpm. The quick & precise steering rack, the retuned and
beefed up suspension and 205/40 R17 tyres make it an excellent handler.

Edgy Design
The design of the Concept S is wider with a wedge-like stance which is accentuated by
customised graphics giving it an edgy and razor sharp persona. The subtle aluminium
accents connote a sense of precision and performance that is machine like, while the red
accents give it a sporty flair. The headlamps feature a metallic brow on the top intended to
give it a more purposeful demeanour. The lower grille is surrounded by a polished black lip
and is flanked by signature LED day time running lamps. The swooping side sills add to the
dynamism and make the car look fast, even when standstill. At the rear, the spoiler and the
subtly restyled bumper give the car a nice squat stance and the stylized LED tail lamp
cluster make the rear look racy.

Sporty Interiors
Sporty race bucket seats clad in black leather show that the Concept S is serious business.
The smaller diameter sporty steering wheel and shifter scream performance. The black
themed interior is subtle but has the right elements to make it seriously sporty. The entire
approach of the colour and trim treatment, both on the inside and outside, give it a race-bred
version look.

Standard / Optional Features


ABS with EBD



Fully automatic temperature control



Four-way seat adjustment



Immobiliser



Power windows



Touch screen music system



Alloy wheels



Socket for mobile charger



Power steering



Navigation system

